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ABSTRACT
The efficient and timely access to patient data is essential for successful patient treatment in clinical
wards. Even though, most of the patient data is stored electronically, e.g. in the electronic health record
(EHR), relevant patient information is frequently captured, processed and passed in non-electronic
form in day-to-day ward routines, e.g. during ward rounds or at shift handover. Following a disruptive
design mode, we present a design and development approach comprising a fundamental visualization
concept that is refined in a feedback-loop between computer scientists, sociologists and physicians
in order to support peri-operative collaborative workflows on a neurosurgical hospital ward. The
resulting prototype realizes on-patient visualization methods using an anatomical avatar. It allows
for the visual access of medical data with spatial reference relevant for spinal disc herniation and it
handles various quantitative and qualitative medical data related to the same anatomical structure as
well as referring to hidden and/or small anatomical structures with limited detectability. Furthermore,
temporal changes of medical data are made accessible.
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1 Introduction
The efficient and timely assessment of patient data is an essential prerequisite for proper and successful patient treatment
in clinical wards. Even though, most of the patient data is stored electronically, e.g. in the electronic health record
(EHR), relevant patient information might be too time-consuming to retrieve from the mobile analogue files or captured,
processed and passed in non-electronical form in the day-to-day ward routine, e.g. during ward rounds [20] or at shift
handover [21]. Furthermore, the EHR’s structure is mainly driven by administrative logic and does not necessarily
support collaborative work processes in clinical wards.
On the other hand, there is a strong visual tradition in medicine and there is a tight relation between the visual logic
and the medical practices, i.e. the visual logic constitutes a driving force of social practice [6]. The visual tradition in
medicine ranges from early paintings of, e.g. anatomical atlases, via 2D medical imaging acquired with devices such
as X-ray, to 3D medical imaging systems that include high-end visualization techniques such as multimodal imaging
or tensor-flow visualization [13]. This visual tradition forms the basis of systems comprising further technological
components such as enhanced or augmented reality systems for, e.g., computer aided endoscopy or medical telepresence.
Project Context & Motivation. The visualization concept and prototype proposed in this paper, emerges from the
multidisciplinary research project “Visual Integrated Clinical Cooperation”, in which physicians, sociologists and
computer scientists are involved. The goal of the project is to develop new visually integrated representations of hitherto
disintegrated patient information in order to support peri-operative collaborative workflows on a neurosurgical hospital
ward. The main hypothesis is, that, due to the distinct visual tradition in medicine and especially in neurosurgery,
the relevant medical data can be made visually accessible. The mutual engagement of computer science and social
sciences in order to develop computer applications with high practical acceptance is well established in the fields of
Human Computer Interaction (HCI) [22] and Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) [3]. The main design
and development concepts in HCI and CSCW is based on a three-phase approach, which, according to Wulf et al. [32]
“(1) analyzes empirically the given practices in a specific field of application, (2) comes up with an innovative design for
an ICT artifact related to the findings of the first phase, and (3) investigates into the appropriation of the technical
artifact over a longer period of time”. In our project, however, we follow a disruptive design mode that allows to, at
least partially, break with the existing practices in order to introduce technological concepts that are fundamentally
new and innovative to the field of application. Consequently, the disruptive design mode requires a much tighter
interweaving of the empirical analysis (step (1) in [32]) with the system development and evaluation (steps (2) and (3)
in [32]). The resulting design and development approach comprises the following three stages (see also Figure 2 and
section 3): (I) design a fundamental ICT (in our case a visualization) concept (see section 4), (II) empirically analyze
the field of application and, in parallel, introduce and refocus the fundamental concept (see section 5), and (III) realize
and refine an ICT prototype in feedback-loops between computer scientists, sociologists and physicians (see section 6).
Technical Contribution. Technically, in this paper we present the Integrated Visualization of Patient Data concept,
a novel approach that exploits the visual tradition in medicine in order to visualize medical data relevant in the
peri-operative phase of neuro-surgeries. The concept is designed to support cooperative labor processes, namely
anamnesis, diagnosis, shift handover and ward rounds. The first prototype resulting from stage (III) of our design
and development approach realizes an integrated, on-patient visualization methods of relevant medical data using
an anatomical avatar. The first prototype comprises 1. visualization of medical data with spatial reference relevant
for spinal nerve disorders, 2. visualization of various quantitative and qualitative medical data related to the same
anatomical structure, 3. visualization of medical data referring to hidden anatomical structures such as muscles,
4. indirect visualization of medical data categories via proxies for small anatomical structures that cannot be used for
direct visualization, and 5. access to temporal changes of medical data.
2 Related Work
In this section, we will discuss various approaches related to our visualization concept. One approach is to map
electronic health records (EHR) data to a virtual 2D or 3D virtual body as entry point to access this information. Other
methods allow for registered visualization of a virtual human body and 3D medical data. Beyond the visualization of
medical or EHR data, there are attempts to combine methods from information visualization (InfoVis) and scientific
visualization (SciVis), yielding so-called hybrid visualization approaches.
EHR mapping to Virtual Human Body. Kirby et al. [12] presented one of the first systems that uses a visualization
of the human body as the central entry point for efficient access and insertion of EHR data items. Sundvall et al. [27]
present a prototype of a 2D EHR navigation and visualization framework based on Google Earth and OpenEHR. It
supports so-called placemarks, the standard Google Earth approach to position body-referenced information as icons
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and text. An et al. [1] developed a 3D navigation and visualization method for EHR data that uses different levels of
detail (LOD). The information contained in an EHR is reorganized according to a hierarchical data structure. In this
hierarchy, specific user interfaces are assigned to each LOD level that are composed of level-specific graphical entities.
Particularly, on the two topmost levels a virtual human body serves as the basis for visualization. Highlighting helps to
identify organ systems (level 1) or organs (level 2) affected by some disease. Furthermore, by zooming into the second
level, the description of the corresponding disease is represented by text labels and icons.
3D Medical Data on Virtual Human Bodies. On the other hand, there are approaches that apply a combination of
direct visualization of 3D medical data, such as CT, PET or MR, registered to a virtual human body. Tschirley et al.
[28] present a patient information system that integrates the rendering of a virtual human body with volume and slice
rendering. The main idea is to display a pre-defined “presentation sequence”, i.e. a story board containing the patient’s
view when selecting specific medical data the user is interested in. Subsequently, the corresponding segmentation and
rendering algorithms are chosen and applied. Maier-Hein et al. [14] describe a concept of an augmented reality (AR)
approach for on-patient visualization of 3D medical data. Their approach uses a mobile displaying device, such as a
tablet with mounted range camera. The range camera is used for continuous pose estimation that steers the navigation
of the physician through a static 3D medical image data set. Furthermore, the range data is used to extract the patient’s
skin. The final visualization combines the patient’s skin with various modes of rendering the 3D medical data by cutting
out portions of the skin surface.
Hybrid Visualization Approaches. Beyond medical data visualization, there are more generic examples for visual
combination of abstract information and spatial data leading to hybrid visualization methods comprising techniques
from InfoVis and SciVis.
Sedlmair et al. [24] deal with visualization of abstract multivariate data, typically handled with InfoVis methods such as
multiple coordinated views (MCV), that relate to the real world locations, e.g. to communication components in a car.
The main idea is to enrich the abstract visualization with 3D representation in order to facilitate the comprehension
of the relation between abstract data and its real world location. The two visualization types are combined by means
of parallel views or by overlaying the abstract data in a 3D view. Damiano et al. [7] propose to use a 3D virtual
environment for visualization of semantic relationships and properties of cultural objects. In a case study, the artworks
with respective information are mapped into a 3D labyrinth that allows the user to navigate between objects using portals
referring to semantic relations, e.g. a creation period or style. Bannach et al. [2] present a system that combines medical
image analysis with visual analytics of patient EHR data in order to retrieve statistical correlations and extract patient
cohorts. The visual component comprises two synchronized views, represented side-by-side: one for radiological data
and another one showing patient related EHR and statistical information.
Our hypothesis to leverage the visual tradition in medicine for improving the visual accessibility of relevant medical
data exceeds prior approaches in that we try to make as much information visually accessible as possible, and, thus go
beyond the usage of a human body as an entry point to a classical form-based presentation of EHR data. Furthermore,
we integrate further, less formal kinds of information, such as verbal handover records. Our approach is open to
incorporate 3D medical data in the future, thus integrating prior approaches for registered visualization of 3D medical
data such as CT, PET or MR.
3 Overview of the Method
3.1 Motivation and Objectives
As already depicted in the introduction, the multidisciplinary research project “Visual Integrated Clinical Cooperation”
studies everyday peri-operative worflows on a neurosurgical hospital ward and aims at the development of new visually
integrated representations of hitherto disintegrated patient information and workflow data in order to support these
workflows.
From a sociological perspective, hospital work is mainly based on inter- and intradisciplinary division of labor, as well
as on partially volatile information about the patient’s condition. Therefore, articulation work [26] is a core principle
of hospital work, i.e. the establishing, maintaining and completing a patient’s treatment trajectory through physicians
depends to a great extent on collection, processing and organizing of information beyond direct medical assessment
or therapy. This information handling is partially chaotic and, at the same time a crucial feature of physician’s daily
routine at hospital, and, therefore, the starting point of this project. Currently, major parts of the relevant medical patient
data are organized in electronic health records (EHR) and clinical information systems (CIS), that mainly follow an
administrative logic and do barely support cooperative workflows in peri-operative settings; see Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The classical appearance of a current clinical information system that comprises all electronically accessible
medical data relating to a patient.
We aim to transfer the visual tradition of medicine established by, e.g., classical medical drawings as well as modern
medical imaging devices such as CT, MRI or X-ray, to a mobile visualization tool that supports the cooperative tasks of
physicians. In other word: As “image-based reading” of CT or MRI data is an essential and established capability of
neurosurgeons, “image-based reading” of the patient status comprising relevant actual and previous medical data has the
potential to substantially support the cooperative workflows and, thus, the core medical work of patient assessment and
treatment. Our fundamental, on-patient visualization concepts aims at fast access and perception of relevant medical
data visualized on a mobile device, i.e. a tablet (see section 4). The visual overlay of medical data onto a patient’s avatar
has the potential to bridge between different stages of a patient’s treatment carried out by varying physicians and other
clinical personnel and to make the full history of the healing progress accessible.
3.2 Design & Development Approach
Based on the motivation of the multidisciplinary research project at hand, we follow both, a bottom-up approach known
in HCI and CSCW that builds upon existing practices in the field of application [32] and a top-down approach that
attempts to establish technical innovations potentially implying a direct change of these practices. Consequently, this
leads to a fundamentally different disruptive design and development approach that consists of the following three
stages (see also Figure 2):
(I) Fundamental Visualization Concept: This is the essential part of the top-down approach in disruptive design
& development. Here, we sketch the main features of the on-patient visualization related to the general goals
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Refined Prototype
 - Concept refinement
 - Prototype development:
Field Study / Refocusing
 - Observations
 - Intervievs
Visualization Concept
 - Spacial reference
 - Visual attribute mapping
 - Visibility
 - Visualization limits
Figure 2: The design and development process for the integrated visualization prototype.
of the project and to the visualization tasks and challenge, such as mapping to visual attributes, handling of
occlusions, and prevention of clutter (see section 4).
(II) Field Study: This stage comprises the empirical analyses of the field of application and the introduction and
refocusing of the fundamental visualization concept. There are several sub-studies involving the initial collec-
tion of data related to the main practices in the field and, subsequently, the presentation and initial discussion of
the fundamental visualization concept using, e.g., paper mockups. In the refocusing, specific usage scenarios
are retrieved and main data categories are identified in order to have first matches to visualization methods
(see section 5).
(III) Refined Prototype: Based on the field studies, a visualization prototype is realized and refined in various
feedback-loops between computer scientists, sociologists and physicians. In this stage, visualization aspects
related to the mapping of information to visual attributes, the refinement of the relevant medical data categories
and types, and specific visualization challenges like the handling of occlusions are discussed and evaluated
(see section 6).
4 The Fundamental Visualization Concept
In this section we describe our initial, generic visualization concept that we designed in the first project phase before
approaching the field study (see section 5) and the prototype development (see section 6).
4.1 General Considerations
Although, patient data are commonly stored in an abstract form, e.g. as text, table or graph, a significant subset of this
data has an inherent relation to specific anatomical structures, such as a pain occurring in an organ, and, thus, can be
linked to 3D positions of the human body. Taking advantage of this fact, a virtual human body can not only be used for
intuitive navigation and accessing abstract medical data represented in traditional form (see section 2), but also for an
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integrated visualization directly on the related anatomical structure. Since in the case of a 3D model such structures
are present as geometric objects (usually polygonal meshes), the integrated visualization requires changing the visual
appearance of the anatomical structures appropriately. In the following, we describe the main components of our
integrated visualization concept, related to data organization (subsection 4.2) and specific visualization (subsection 4.3)
aspects.
4.2 Data Organization
Besides the representation of anatomical and physiological relationships, data organization has to meet specific
requirements from the perspective of underlying collaborative workflow and visualization. To this end, we briefly
describe the requirements that potentially induce adaptation, e.g. data re-organization or hierarchization, to be applied
to existing medical data classifications.
Spatial Reference: First of all, a classification in data with and without spatial reference is needed, including specifi-
cation of possible types of anatomical structures for the former.
Aggregation and Selection: Even though an integrated overview can speed up information processing by user, com-
pared to the sequential reading, it also entails limitations regarding the amount of data to display simultaneously
without visual overload (see also subsection 4.3). One possible remedy to this problem is data aggregation
and selection, which requires a hierarchical organization of patient data categories. Furthermore, the use of a
virtual body as map implies the possibility to select and aggregate data on the basis of anatomical hierarchies,
particularly organ systems and regional parts, i.e. this two orthogonal hierarchies have to be applied to the set
of anatomical structures.
Dependency on Usage Scenario: Moreover, we expect that physicians require different medical data in different
usage scenarios. Therefore, our concept includes access to patient information dependent on the scenario,
leading to views that automatically preselect relevant medical data.
4.3 Visualization Tasks and Challenges
In order to implement the overall visualization concept, we need to solve various tasks and consider different challenges
that are summarized in this section. The specific prototype solutions are a result of the refinement process depicted in
subsection 6.1 and are presented in subsection 6.3.
Visual access to relevant patient information requires a mapping of the medical data categories and their properties to
visual attributes, e.g. color, texture or shape. As our approach follows the hypothesis, that improvement of cooperative
workflows is achieved by making as much relevant medical data visually accessible as possible, we definitely challenge
human perceptual or cognitive limits. In other words, we have to deal with the limited number of visual attributes
available that clearly restrict the amount of medical data shown in parallel. Consequently, there are several constellations
that challenge these limits, i.e.
C.1 the overall number of (potentially) relevant data categories and properties cannot be bijectively mapped to
visual attributes or too many categories and properties need to be visualized resulting in clutter.
C.2 medical data categories with several properties that need to be visualized in parallel,
C.3 multiple data from different categories that refer to the same anatomical structure,
C.4 in the case of properties with high cardinality visual attributes cannot be clearly distinguished visually,
C.5 values of data properties change over time.
Our overall visualization concept tackles these challenges on different levels. First of all, only abnormal medical data is
visualized. Furthermore, several approaches are taken in order to optimize for visual effectiveness and efficiency.
Selection and Aggregation (C.1, C.2, C.3): The bijective mapping between categories/properties and visual attributes
is particularly important inside a given usage scenario or group of tightly coupled scenarios. Therefore, explicit
context switching together with context-dependent data selection allows the user to cope with a re-assignment
of visual attributes without risk of confusion. Furthermore, different levels of (hierarchical) aggregation allow
a visual abstraction giving only a hint towards the anatomical regions carrying relevant information.
Complementary Visual Attributes (C.2, C.3): For single categories and properties complementary visual attributes
can be used, e.g. a colorized surface with different luminance and texture with varying attributes that allow for
simultaneous visual distinction.
Alternating Visualizations (C.2, C.3, C.5): An alternating visualization with additional user control to select one
of the alternatives can be applied if the visual attributes of categories and properties referring to the same
anatomical structure are hardly distinguishable in a simultaneous visualization mode.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g)
Figure 3: Dermatome map 3a and paper mockups 3b-3g.
Quantization (C.4): High-cardinal properties need to be mapped to a smaller cardinality allowing a fast generic
assessment of a patient’s status.
Textual Overlays (C.4, C.5): There always will be categories and properties that cannot be mapped to visual attributes
in a feasible manner without loosing details. In such cases, additional textual overlays need to provide the
detailed information behind simplified visual presentations.
In addition to the generic challenges described above, the following application specific aspect has to be taken into
account: since the perception of information in the case of integrated visualization is tightly coupled with the visibility
of target anatomical structure (object-of-interest), we have to consider the situations listed below where they get fully or
partially hidden or poorly discernible.
Occlusion: The object of interest may be obscured by another anatomical structure, for example a muscle through the
skin. This kind of occlusions need to be identified and resolved in a consistent and view-dependent manner
using, e.g. (semi-)transparency (see subsection 6.3).
Spatial Extension: For objects with a small spatial extent, the visual attributes are barely visible without the object
being previously enlarged. This problem can be tackled by means of an appropriately scaled proxies that
is projected to the body surface over the location of the target anatomical structure and rendered with the
corresponding visual attributes.
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5 Field Studies
As our disruptive design mode at least partially breaks with the existing practices in medicine, we apply a qualitative
research approach [11] for data collection and processing in order to link the novel visualization concept with appropriate
cooperative tasks in the neurosurgical ward. From the cooperative perspective, we have to identify situations, i.e. usage
scenarios, that are characterized by a lack of information and therefore are challenging in maintaining the patient
trajectory. From the medical perspective we have to identify data categories that are relevant in the usage scenarios. The
usage scenarios can be combined with their associated data categories and the information sources by identifying types
and relevance structures, by carefully considering in which settings which aspects of the body of physicians’ knowledge
regularly attract their attention, are questioned and / or trigger actions [23].
The research process itself consists of two sub-phases, that have been mainly carried out by the sociologists: observations
and interviews. In both phases usage scenarios as well as data categories were studied. The usage scenarios have been
directly accessed during observations, while relevant data categories have been primarily discussed in the interviews.
5.1 Observations
In this first sub-phase of data collection and processing, field observations have been performed. Here, the sociologists
attended neurosurgeons during their routine ward work to become acquainted with the workflows and relevance
structures of their daily work. During these observations, specific collaborative work constellations have been identified,
in which information from diverse sources are required for which the fundamental concept of on-patient visualization is
potentially beneficial and that serve as usage scenarios.
Main Findings. Three usage scenarios of on-patient visualization have been identified i.e. anamnesis, shift handover
and ward rounds. Related to these scenarios, we identified first data source and types relevant for cooperative work in
the peri-operative context.
• During anamnesis, the physicians fill out an anamnesis sheet in which they document sensations such as pain
that are spatially restricted to specific skin regions called dermatomes (see 3a), which in turn relate to spinal
nerves and corresponding vertebra.
• Currently, the anamnesis sheet is only used for diagnosis, however, during ward round patients are asked if
their sensations have changed as this is a strong indication for the evolvement of the healing after surgery and
treatment.
• At shift change verbal handovers are the standard procedure, although they are known to be prone to information
loss [19]. At the neurosurgical ward are used verbal handover records that summarize the main information
needed for the succeeding shift personnel.
5.2 Interviews
After the field observations, we conducted 7 interviews with altogether 13 neurosurgeons to review and broaden our
insights from the observations and to discuss our fundamental visualization concept. In these interviews, we worked
out the main medical and cooperative information related the three aforementioned usage scenarios. Furthermore,
we prepared paper mockups that present simple examples of applying visual attributes directly on the human body
(see 3b-3g) including color, simple icons, halo geometry, and various texture types using styles related to iso-lines
and line-integral convolution (LIC) methods known from SciVis. We ask the clinical personnel to relate these visual
attributes to medical data, relevant in their cooperative workflows.
Main Findings. After transcription of the interviews, the sociologists and computer scientists extracted neurosurgical
data categories that are mainly related to spinal disc herniation. Table 1 lists the categories related to the prototype
described in section 6. It is important to note that even among neurosurgeons, the data (sub-)categories are partially
contentious regarding their type, e.g. their cardinality. In addition several requirements became clear, which were
formulated directly by the physicians or which result as technical conditions from the characteristics of the data
categories.
• The visualization should support data analysis according to trends and outliers to visualize the healing process
• Multiple medical data, e.g. symptoms may relate to the same anatomical entity, occur frequently.
• On basis of the paper mockups, the medical personnel found color ( 3b), simple icons ( 3c) and “symbolic”
textures ( 3g) most intuitive in their context, whereas halo geometry ( 3g), iso-lines ( 3g) and LIC-textures
( 3g) have been found less intuitive.
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6 Prototype Development
Based on the fundamental visualization concept presented in section 4 and its concretization during the field studies
described in section 5, we developed a prototype that realizes major aspects of the visualization concept on a mobile
device. Therefore, we established a refinement and evaluation process (subsection 6.1) and made some fundamental
decisions regarding the development environment (subsection 6.2). The resulting prototype and some of the main
design choices are presented in subsection 6.3 and subsection 6.4, respectively.
6.1 Concept Refinement and Evaluation
The purpose of our first prototype is a feasibility study of our integrated visualization approach. Therefore, we focus on
medical data with spatial reference, leaving aside information that has to be displayed in a textual form. Furthermore,
we postpone hierarchical aggregation of information. The discussions with physicians showed that the relevance of
single data categories highly depends on the given usage scenario, which implies that in different scenario-dependent
views different data should be available. For the prototype we mainly focus on data relevant to spinal disc herniation
and to the shift handover usage scenario, even if they also can be pertinent in other scenarios.
According to the principle of agile software development (see e.g. [15]), our system was developed in short iterative
steps (see Figure 2). For each component of the visualization concept, after a design phase on the basis of findings from
subsection 5.1 and subsection 5.2 a prototypical implementation was presented and discussed in a group consisting of
physicians, sociologists and computer scientists. This discussions realize two core elements of the continuous built-in
feedback-loop, i.e. retrieval of detailed system requirements and evaluation (see Figure 2). Their results are directly
utilized in the subsequent software re-design and implementation phases that lead to the next prototype versions.
6.2 Development Environment
As geometric model for the integrated visualization we use plasticboy’s anatomical 3D human avatar1. The model
already includes the main organ systems subdivided into the corresponding anatomical structures. However, the
granularity of the anatomical subdivision does not cover all application cases and needs to be extended on demand.
Particularly, in the context of neurosurgery the dermatomes constitute very important anatomical structures that are not
reflected in the model. Hence, we provide a segmentation refinement procedure based on indexed texture maps that is
applied to the existing 3D geometries, i.e. polygonal meshes. Using modeling tools like, e.g., Maya, new segments can
be painted in 3D on the surface of respective anatomical structures and saved as indexed texture, taking advantage of
the model’s texture coordinates. This texture is used for looking up the anatomical structures of the current fragment in
the fragment shader.
Our rendering framework uses the Vulkan API allowing an efficient resource management, which is important especially
on mobile devices. In order to fit all high resolution model textures to the limited mobile graphics memory, we
previously compress them in ASTC texture format [16].
Since our development approach implies frequent software modifications (see subsection 6.1), a high flexibility in
developing the visualization framework is an essential prerequisite. For example, we require a possibility for an easy
variation of the attribute mapping and for extending or altering data types that represent the medical data. The data
hierarchy required for the current prototype is fairly simple (see subsection 6.3), thus our framework supports the
creation and loading of patient information via xml files. Subsequently, when extending the prototype to further usage
scenarios and diseases, an entity-attribute-value (EAV) database (see, e.g., [8]) will be integrated, that allows for
modeling medical data and their (anatomical or hierarchical) relation without the necessity of source code restructuring.
6.3 Features of the Prototype
Data Categories. On the basis of the discussions with the physicians, we create five data categories (see Table 1) for
clinical symptoms of patients with spinal disc herniation that are of high relevance with respect to given usage scenarios.
All of them constitute subcategories of the category neurological symptom and will be included later, by extending the
usage context, in a more comprehensive hierarchy.
The main property to be visualized, common for all these categories, is the intensity with witch the respective symptom
manifests, whereas its range is individual for each symptom. Note that in many cases the intensity levels correspond to
a ordinal scale in the medical terminology.
1www.plasticboy.co.uk/store/Human_Male_Female_Anatomy_Complete_V05.html
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The categories pain and paresis have, in addition to intensity, a facultative property. Stress in the category pain is a flag
that says whether the pain only occurs under stress, e.g. during movements – by default it is assumed that we deal with
a rest pain, which does not need any additional visualization. Paresthesia in sensory disorder is a complex data type
with its own scale; see explanation below.
Table 1: Data Categories
C
at
eg
or
y
Property Visual attributes Anatomical reference
Pa
in
Red
Intensity {0, . . . , 3} Saturation/Value Dermatome
Stress {0, 1} Texture Light_Lines
Se
ns
or
y
di
so
rd
er
Cyan
Intensity {0, . . . , 3} Saturation/Value Dermatome
Paresthesia {0, . . . , 3} Texture Noise
Pa
re
si
s Purple
Intensity {0, . . . , 3} Saturation/Value Muscle
T-
re
fle
x Green
Intensity {0, . . . , 4} Saturation/Value Tendon / Proxy
E
xc
re
tio
n
di
so
rd
er Orange
Intensity {0, 1} Saturation/Value Urethra or anus / Proxy
Mapping of Data to Visual Attributes. With the aim to enhance the intuitive comprehensibility of our visualization
approach, we decided to apply the same mapping scheme to all data categories consistently (see Table 1). In particular,
we assign to each category a distinctive hue and map its intensity to the value / saturation pair in the HSV color space.
Additional properties are encoded by means of textures, which allows a simultaneous visualization with the category’s
intensity. If such a property also has an underlying scale, the latter is mapped to the frequency / amplitude of the
respective texture (cf. paresthesia in sensory disorder, see also Figure 6 and subsection 6.4).
3D Solid Textures The textures we use for visualization of additional data properties either overlay the main color
with a pattern of dark gray shades or create lighting effects by means of a slight normal perturbation, i.e. procedural
normal maps. Thus, they do not introduce any new hue values, i.e. the consistency of the category-to-hue mapping
principle is preserved (see also Example 3 in subsection 6.4. Since the only texture coordinates provided in the 3D
human body model refer to texture atlases, the mapping of anatomical 3D objects to simple custom textures is not
readily available. As distortion-free parametrization of an arbitrary 3D surface is a non trivial task, we use 3D solid
textures considering vertex positions as texture coordinates [18]. In particular, we chose the procedural form of solid
textures that allows to synthesize fragment color on the fly in a shader without any consumption of GPU global memory.
The latter advantage takes on particular importance in the context of a mobile system with limited hardware resources.
Both examples in Table 1 (see Figure 4 and Figure 6) are stochastic textures based on Perlin’s noise [17, 10].
Proxies Anatomical Structures. We use projective textures [25] in order to create proxies for representation of
anatomical structures, whose size is not sufficient for a direct visualization. To this end, we perform a principle
component analysis (PCA) applied to the position coordinates of object vertices. This yields a center of gravity that is
defined as the the lookat point of the projection. The PCA’s main axes can be used to shift or scale the proxy consistently
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Figure 4: Several symptoms visualized in parallel: pain under physical stress in the left L4 dermatome, moderate paresis
of the left quadriceps muscle, asymmetry of patellar reflex.
with the object’s extent. In the current prototype, we project an appropriately scaled circle onto the skin over the target
location (cf. patellar reflex in Figure 4).
Since all vertex data are stored in buffer objects in graphics memory, we perform the PCA on the GPU, i.e. no further
data transfer is needed.
In order to restrict the texture projection to the avatar’s skin surface closest to the anatomical structure and to prevent
projection onto the avatar’s far side, we use the depth value of the centroid as depth threshold in projection space and
discard all fragments that are greater or lesser, depending on whether the target anatomical structure lies near to the
front or back body side, respectively.
Occlusion Handling In order to visualize hidden anatomical structures in an integrated overview of the most relevant
information without requiring specific navigation or zooming efforts, we dynamically increase the opacity of areas
above the occluded objects-of-interest depending on the current camera transformation. Similar to Viola et al. [29] and
Burns et al. [5], we use an image space approach that allows an efficient detection of occluding fragments in realtime
on mobile hardware. First, all objects-of-interest are rendered in an offline step creating their footprint in the depth
buffer, which is implemented as Vulkan storage image. Subsequently, the opacity of the fragments that are nearer to the
camera than the corresponding depth value in the footprint is modified. In our integrated visualization approach we set
the opacity close to zero in order to prevent interference with the color of the underlying structures that might degrade
a proper recognition of referenced medical data. Furthermore, we extend the transparency region by a margin with
increasing opacity depending on the pixel distance to the footprint edge; this improves the visible perception of the
transparent cutouts.
For a better depth perception the anatomical hierarchy is also taken into account during occluder detection. In particular,
only anatomical structures that are part of the same body region are considered as potential occluders, e.g. the left
tibialis anterior muscle can be seen through the structures of the left lower leg but not through the right foot (see
Figure 5). For this purpose, we additionally store the body region’s ID in the appropriately extended depth buffer and
compare it at rendering time in the fragment shader with the ID of the potential occluder.
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Figure 5: Dynamic transparency area with hierarchical information: the left tibialis anterior muscle with paresis data
(purple) is visible through the skin of the same body region and occluded by the right foot.
Finally, the (semi-)transparent fragments are blended into the framebuffer image. Here, the correct rendering order is
crucial. Therefore, we sort the fragments in image space in front-to-back order using a depth peeling approach [9]. In
order to reduce the number of render passes, we use the Vulkan subpass concept combining respective peeling and
blending steps.
As in the given visualization context the objects-of-interest usually constitute a relatively small part of the entire 3D
scene, we accelerate the above algorithm extending the depth/region buffer with a bit mask. In the first depth peeling
pass the pixels that do not overlay the footprint with its extended margin and thus will not become transparent fragments
are masked out and will be discarded in all subsequent peeling and blending passes.
Multiple Data on Anatomical Structures Our strategy of mapping medical data to visual attributes can handle
tightly coupled information like diverse properties of same category, as it allows for simultaneous visualization due
to the mapping to combinable attributes like color and texture. An example for this case is stress pain in Figure 4 or
hypoesthesia with paresthesia in Figure 6. This, however, does not transfer to situations, when information refer to
different categories. Therefore, data belonging to different categories, e.g. pain and sensory disorder with respect to the
same dermatome, are visualized alternately.
Visualization of Temporal Changes For assessment of healing progress a slider with dates of available clinical
examinations is integrated below the main 3D view (Figure 6). Moving the slider the user can navigate to the date of
interest or scroll consecutive examination results. By selecting a date, the entries with the corresponding timestamp are
retrieved from the database and the virtual body is rendered with updated visual attributes.
6.4 Example of Design Choices
Hereafter, we give three examples in order to illustrate the decision making during the iterated design process.
Example 1: Data Category Sensory disorder. The elaborated data categories in Table 1 represent a view on the
medical data relevant to the given usage scenario that have been reorganized for an effective visualization. An instructive
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(a) (b)
Figure 6: Visualization of patient states at different time points: 6a shows hypoesthesia with paresthesia in the right L5
dermatome, in 6b the hypoesthesia decreases (darker / less saturated color) and paresthesia increases (texture with
higher frequency).
example for this reorganization is the category sensory disorder. The damage to sensory nerve fibers can express itself
in various ways. Taking into account the well defined usage scenario, we restrict them to three most frequent forms
in the case of patient with spinal disc herniation: paresthesia, hypoesthesia and anaesthesia. At the same time, their
interrelations are more complex as mutually exclusive manifestations of the same symptom category. Namely, the two
latter can be considered as different stages of sense decrease, whereby paresthesia is in a certain sense orthogonal to
the two other forms because it does not describe a decrease of sensation but rather its abnormality , e.g. tingling, and,
thus, it can occur in combination with hypoesthesia. After first trials and intensive discussions with neurosurgeons, we
discarded the initial idea to model them as separate subcategories, as this would have degraded their interpretability,
i.e. their visual distinctiveness. Instead, we merged all three forms in the super-category sensory disorder mapping
paresthesia and hypoesthesia to the corresponding levels of intensity property and introducing an additional property for
paresthesia.
Furthermore, although there is no objective scale for these sensory disorder forms used in the neurosurgical context, it
was documented that patient’s subjective impression of the healing progress, e.g. changes in the numbness (hypoesthesia)
after a surgery, is invaluable for the physicians. In order to reflect this in the visualization, we extended both hypoesthesia
and paresthesia to three manifestation levels. Since the latter is a separate property, it gets its own scale, which is
mapped to frequency and amplitude of the corresponding texture (Figure 6).
Example 2: Data Category Paresis. Another example for re-organizing of oral or written medical data for visualiza-
tion purposes is the category paresis. One of the most relevant characteristics that neurosurgeons use for assessment of
damage to motor neurons is muscle strength, which is defined in the range from 0 to 5 whereby 5 of 5 refers to normal
muscle function. However, during refinement discussions, we observed that a clear distinction between five levels of
color intensity and/or saturation can be a troublesome task for the human observer, especially if they appear in separate
images, e.g. during sequential sliding between visualizations corresponding to different points in time. On the other
hand, the muscle strength serves the neurosurgeons for assessment of paresis, which is a highly important trigger for
possibly urgent actions like emergency surgery, i.e. the mental translation of muscle strength to the degree of paresis
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– mild, moderate, severe – is a part of daily diagnostic routine. We transform this practice by internally mapping an
observed muscle strength to the appropriate paresis degree, which is then used as intensity level for visualizations. This
explicitly reduces the cardinality to three pathological levels. Moreover, this approach of mapping muscle strength
to paresis leads to a consistent intuition of the categories being a “measure of pathology”, since muscle strength is
considered a “measure of health”.
Example 3: Color and Texture Assignment. Assigning data categories and their properties to visual attributes,
i.e. color and texture, follows some general rules driven from, e.g., perceptual color distance in order to ensures a
sufficient distinctiveness of neighboring data values. In this respect we apply some fundamental rules formulated by
Wang et al. [30], namely R1: Bright, saturated colors stand out; R3: Separation works best if the foreground color is
bright and highly saturated, while the background is de-saturated; R4: Colors can be better discriminated if they differ
simultaneously in hue, saturation and lightness; R12: In hue-based labeling altering the brightness or saturation does
not change the perceived hue; and R13: Object with the some/different hue are perceived as within the same/another
group.
Several visual attributes, such as orientation, grain (i.e. frequency) and arrangement refer to textures [4]. When assigning
a low cardinal property to distinctive textures, the textures need to differ mainly in their dominant spatial frequency and
orientation components (see Ware [31], guideline G 6.12).
Beyond these general rules for color and texture assignment, we followed two specific rules directly related to our
project: 1. The perceptual distance to the realistic colors of the anatomical structures of the avatar need to be large,
2. Exploiting intuitive associations between colors (and textures) and the medical or anatomical concepts.
Applying these rules requires the data colors and the color of the corresponding healthy organ to be distinguishable,
e.g., red colors are not suitable for categories like paresis that refer to muscles. Even though intuitive associations are
relatively vague and subjective, we can use them as a guideline by assigning hues, e.g. the medical personnel proposed
red as color for pain, whereas the cool colors are often related to the lack of sensitivity and thus can be used for encoding
of sensory disorder. In a similar fashion we could identify line-pattern and noise pattern to intuitively match to stress
pain and paresthesia, respectively. Table 1 depicts the final assignments of the data categories and properties to the
color and texture attributes. Mapping the intensity values, our initial assumption was that varying the color saturation is
most intuitive to visualize different degrees of manifestation. Evaluating our intermediate prototype, however, revealed
that the simultaneous variation of saturation and brightness significantly increase the discriminative power.
7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we presented a novel concept and design approach for visualization of patient data in collaborative settings
at a neurosurgical ward. We exploit inherent spatial references of medical data categories and map them to appropriate
visual attributes directly on the respective anatomical structures of a 3D human avatar. This approach allows a fast
overview of the patient’s state by making the medical data visually and simultaneously available. The feasibility of this
integrated visualization concept is demonstrated by the implementation of a prototypical system. For our first prototype
we reorganized medical data categories for an effective visualization and elaborated a consistent strategy for mapping
of data to visual attributes. Furthermore, we proposed solutions for several visualization challenges in this context, like
multiple data referring to same anatomical structure, depth occlusions or handling of too small anatomical structures.
The disruptive design approach applied in our project allows for both, the introduction of innovative ideas in a top-down
manner as well as a bottom-up integration of the implemented prototype into the neurosurgical ward by a continuous
involvement of user evaluation in the design process.
For this first feasibility study, we restricted the application context to spinal disc herniation pathology and mainly
focused on shift handover. In the next phases we will include further neurosurgical pathologies and usage scenarios,
which implies the realization of further features of the fundamental visualization concept, such as data selection and
aggregation, but also the handling of data categories without spatial reference.
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